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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR!US1.11)1G.TRAINING MODULES
,

The followtng pages list modules and their corresponding numbers for this

particular apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for different reasons throughout the state; we recommend that

the individual apprenticeship committees divide the total'packets to

fit their individual class schedules.

There are over 130 modules available. Apprentices can complete the

Thole set by the, end of their.indentured.apprenticeships. Some

apprentices may already have knowledge and stills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases, perhaps credit could be

granted for thoseisubjects, allowing apprentcies to .3dvance to the

remaining modules.

We suggest the the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

.numer.ical odder to make this learning tool most effective.
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Tape 1:

"S

.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

94 CASSETTE TAPES

Ot

Fire Tube Boilers - Water Tube Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Maps

Tape 3: Combustion, Boiler Care and Heat Transfer
and'Feed Water Types

4

Tape 4: Boiler Safety and Steam Turbines

1

NOTE: The above cassette
reference material
indicated, and not

10,

tapes are intended as additional
for the respective modules, as
designated as a required assignment. .
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GENERATORS. TYPYr AND CONSTRUCTION

I

O

goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe types of generators
and their construction.

S

.12

1

Performance Indicators:

1. DescribelAC generators.

2. DescribeiDC generators.

3. Describe field exciters.

4. Describe construction of c,
generators.

IMO



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING 6YSTEMS

%tut:ly Guide a $

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

* Read the vocabulbry.list to find new words that will be used in package.

Readthe introduction and infOrmation sheets.

Complete the lob, sheet.

Complete selfassessment.

Complete postasessment.

I

4
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I

4
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INSTRbtf10 L LEARNING SYSTEMS

°Vocabulary
40'

Air cooling
Air gap
Alternator.
Armature core
Brushes

. Commutator
Compound generator (DC)

44- Core

Cylindrical type
.* Direct acting rheostatic regulator

End caps
Field coils
Field poles
V1at compounded

* Frame or yoke
or Hydrogen cooling
* Indirect acting rheostatic regulator

Interpoles.

Liquid cooling
* Magnetic amplifier
* Motor exciter
* Over-compounded
* .Pole cores
* Rotor

* Salienf-field pole type
* Self-excited
* Separately'enl.ted
* Series

Shaft exciter
* Shunt
* Static regulator
"* Stator
* .Stator frame
* Synchronous speed
* Three-phase
* Under-compounded
* Ventilation slots
* 'Windings



INSTRUeTIONAL'LEARNINd SYS. MS

Introduction

Generators transform mechanical'energy intOelectrical.energy. They are basic .

components of power generation plants. MOst generators in industry are of the
.alternating' current typ9, AC generators are commonly. known as alternators.

.

Steam and gas turbines are used to power most large alternators. Some small'
alternators are engine driven:

.%1 .

A direct current generator is actually an. AC, generator. that has been equipped
with a commutator. The commutator is,a rectifier. DC generators are not 'widely
Used except,as field exciters for lar6 AC generators.

Turbine generators are composed of a magnet*cfield that.rotates (rotor) insidd\a
stationary conductor component (st490. This package will describe the types
and construction of generators usedin power production.

1

19
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. AC ,Genefatora

l ._ op

AC generators must be driven at a constant speed. This is to assure the
frequency of supply of electricityenteringli circuit load. If more than one
gener'qof is hooked in, parallel, each must be operatedat the same speed. That
.speed is called synchronous speed. The alternator ;is composed of 'two
components--the stator and the totor.

Stator Den

The stator is tIze stationary portion of the alternator. It hap three parts:

* Core -- built of segmentedsteel sheets that are slotted so that theyocan
'be 1(401 to the stator frame.

- 4
Windings -- formed from copper conductor materials and wound to fit in
the slots of the core. The windings are insulated by a bonding material
such as micanite.

.* Stator frame -- supports the core and windings and serves to :enclose
coolants.

Rotor Design

, .

The rotor is a steel forged shaft that is slotted to receive tlie rotor windings.
Rotor windings are strips'of copper that have been.insulated with ticanite.-.The
windings are held into the ,rotor body with steelwedges. This protects the
windings against the centrifugal force of the turning rotor. Once the steel
wedges are driven .intO place,, end caps are used to lock the wedges into)

position. The rotor shaft is made with ultrasonic test groovls'to allow
examination of forging soundness. Also, the shaft has machined
ven00,1ation slots to assist in the cooling of the -rotor.

$

20.
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\Informal°
I

4.

WINDING
SLOTS

VATILATIONSLbTS

ROTOR. COMPLETE WITH WINDING, END Be.ELLSFAN
AND C,OU,PLINGS,

-11.

s

Types of AC Generators
.

Alternating current genera ors are of two types. The salient field pole
generator is used on water t rbines and diesel engine driven plants.. It is a
slow speed,generator. A cylindrical type rotor is used on steam and gas turbine
driven alternators. Salientpole rotors have projecting .field poles. The
laminated pole pieces with their field coils are mounted on the rim of the steel

.'spider and keyed to the shaft.

4 1\
..01111,11Nosss_

The cylindrical type rotor was shown in rotor design. It is a high speed rotor
that can withstand the vibrations much better than the'salientpole type. For
tHht reason, it will be the generator most often found in a power plant. 4

21
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n#ormOtion .

Phase.

-re

-I

Both single phaseand three-phase"alternators,arelmanufactured...The three-phase
is the most common type in steam generation pIants. The windings ve s4t in0the groups. These .groups are' set.apart by .120 . This causes three
different, overlapping voltiges which tends to even 'out the power. A single
phase electrical wave will produce both positive and negative voltage with Beach
pul ation.

0 A three phase smooths out. the momnta'ry drop by overlavping the electrical
waves. This produces a more consistent power. F _y

0,14.

Cooling Desijn .

Alternators are cooled by air, .liquid or hydrogen. In an air cooled system, air
iC recirculated'throuih the windings by use of an air'cooler. This. enclosed air-

system uses water as a cooling medium for the-aik cooler. Hydrogen cooling is
also a closed circuit system. Hydrogen has Any advantages over air as a
cooling medium and transfers heat much more rapidly than air. Hydrogen is more
explosive and must ,be encased in an expkgsion proof casing.0 When the stator is,
opened for repair, the hydrogen should 'be purged with C0xto avoid. explosive,
mixtures of air and hydrogen,' Liquid cooling of alternators is a recent design
feature. Water is moved through hollow conductors in the stator. The
conOuctors aNe made of copper. Water is carried to the conductors through
stainless steel manifolds and plastic insulating hose.

IrarAn w.
lmotamillr

111111111111111111
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Information
'DC Generators

.A difects current generator is very much .like an AC generator. .The big
idifference. s the 'commutator.: Q wmmutatbris a rectifier which changes

alternating current,,into,a 9ne direc onal flow. Both AC and DC ge erators
. produces. alternating. current. The commutator changes Alternating c rent . to
direct currents. -1

DC Design.

A DC generator consfstsof:.
s

it' A frame or yoke that supports the field poles and is also part of the
magnetic circuit.

it' Field poles that are bolted to the yoke". These field. poles or
'pole cores are made of sheet steel lailinations that are insulated from
each other and riveted together.

* Armature core consists of sheet steel laminations that are keyed to a

shaft. The outer surface of the core is slotted to handle \armature
coils.

s

* Air gap is the space between the armature surfaceand the pole face.
Usually 1/16"-to 1/4" in length.

.

* Commutator -- is secured to but insulated' from the shaft. It consists of
a number of copper segments that are assembled into a cylinder with each
segment insulated from the others with mica. The armature coil ends,are

.

sctldered to the commutator.

* Brushes --.provide .the electrical connection between the armature.and the
outside circuit. These sliding electrical connections'Are made of clprbon
and held in place: by spring tension.

Field coils are placed around the pole cores and connected id series to
form a field circuit. The field coils may be.. connected as
shunt field coils or series field coils.

Interpoles or commutator poles are small poles placed,halfway between the
main poles. The interpoles are designed to improvecommutation by
establishing a magnetic flux when current flows through the armature
circuit.

8
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The followi-ng diagram shows the parts'bf-t:DC generatot.

A dismantled

;Fteld yoke

A.r ()co

P
commutolog

pole
..Pole
fie

Pole.
core

0 0
4 Spider ec. .

*Shun,
field coo

Series
boa Co t

Ne.trot
Alone

enerator with parts is shown in fhe'following picture:

Types of DC Generator

Direct current generators may

1. Sdiies
2. Shunt,

3. Compound

be classified into three major types.

I

BtST COPY AVAiLAtki.
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A::enerator0Mayle.classified by the way they receive their current.

.0)

s'

Self - excited'' generators receive current direct11 ,from the generator
terminals, .

Separately excited 4eneratprs use a separate pource 'of current to feed
the shunt winding,

A series type generator uses heavy copper. windings about the field coils, that
are connected in series with the armature. Increases in armature current shows
an increase in the voltage of'the electrical current generated.,
<9,

The punttype generator shows a,decreaae in voltage as the load is increased.
This is opposite to. that of the series,type generator..

411.In compounding a generatof, bothseries'and shunt principles are used to obtain'
va constant ottage underiload. If. the terminal voltage remains constant under

all load conditions, it is called a flat-compounded generator.. If more than.the.
needed. turns are made in the series field, it is-called over-compounded. Less
than the'needed.turns results in under-compounded generators

Field Excitation

A field excitation system' is all of the equipment needed to control, supply and.
regulate the field curlant, this section will deal With fie r .excitation for
alternating'current generators. Field 'excitation is usually #rovided by dfirect
current from a DC generator.

Exciters

Exciter Are self-excitga or separately excited through'a shunt field winding.
The eX4ters may be. connected directly to the shaft (shaft exciter) or
separat ly driven (motor exciter). An exciter may be connected, with the.shat
by mou ing it dilrectly on the shaft 'extension (direct connected type),' through
a di ct connection to the shaft with a flexible coupling; or through a. gear
conn tion to the turbine generator. All of the above are shaft exciters.

Mot r driven exciters often use large flywheels to take advantage of low
co utator speeds.These units are made in large sizes.

f.

10
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Field Circuit.Brpeers
4

When dealing with large field currents, there is a hazard when the magnetic
-field collapses and high voltage surges into the field windings. ..:go avoid.
daMage , from such voltage surges, an additional set of contacts are:pla,ced into
the eld circuit. The contacts use-a resistor to abitOrb the ,voltage- end
preven t from'Aameging the windings.

.Voltage Regulators

010WeirEge regulators automatically 'raise or lower the excitation level of
gene740ors. When the 'regulator detects B change in.voltage, it responds by
changing the field eXcitation. This permits the generatorfto'deliver output of

i.

a constant voltage. 'Voltage regulators are claisified as:

Direct acting rheostatic regulators that respond :directly tO the
generator.. ,

* Indirect acting rheostatic regulators uses.an auxiliary apparatus to
control a rhostat in the generator,.

: .

Static regulators that use a magnetic amplifier and an. AMplidyne to
regulate the Voltage. -

ik

St

f t
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A

Assignment

"

11

Read pages 1.- 22
..reference.

* Complete job sheet.

0

lternating Current Generators of supplementary

4

t.

* Complete self-assessment and check answers.

* Complete post - assessment and have instructor chbck your 'answers.

' A.

4

4

c

12
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Job Sheet
COMPLETE VISUAL INSPECTION OF AN AC GENERATOR.

* Locate an AC generator. (Preferably one that is opened, up for repair
purposes.).

* Identify. the Tarts of the stator, their-design and construction .features.

* Identify the parts of the rotor, their design and construction features.

Identify the...field exciter and how the voltage is regulated.

0
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Sp If
Assessment

WASANOHINIMIIIINAIWINNIAMINW;0004.11

Match the followiliYtermand phrases.. 1. Rotor

Commutator

,/

3. Static type

4. Windings

5. Hydrogen

a
6. Core

7. S lient field pole

8. Stator

9. Shunt type generator

10. Series type generator

14

29

.1

A. Used in generator cooli?g
system.)

B. Shoigs increase in voltage
as armature current increases.

C. Built of segmen'ted steel sheets
that are slotted.

A

D. The part of a generator that
is stationary.

E. Type of AC generator.

F. Fit into slots in the stator
core.

G. A type of rectifier that
changes alternating current
to a one-direction flow. .

H. Voltage regulator that uses
a magnetic amplifier.

I. The part of a generator that
rotates.

J. Shows decrease in voltage as
load is increased. Imr

o ''
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I

,Self Assessment
Answers

lomissourommeisussedisommismossm

04

6,111MlagmminwomliammOnoltionove ,..'11141eag......orINIIMMIN.1111111.111171111MMIMIli..11111111111111.111111.011141. imio.11.11171

1.

2.

H 3.
4

F 4.

A 5.

C 6.

E 7.

D 8.

10.

15
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rpst
Assessment

tagstbar--in - they must be operated

,att the same speed. What is that speed called?

2. What are the two major components of a generator?

3. What is the purpose of ventilation'slots in a rotor?

4. List two types of AC generators,?

5. Which type of AC generator is most commonly used in steam driven power

plants?

6. In a three-phase alternator, the windings are set apart by

7.. What is the advantage of three-phase electricity?

8. List three cooling methods for AC generators.

. List three,type of C generators..

10. List two types of field exciters.

0

degrees.
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\Instructor
Post Assessment
Answers

1, Synchronous speed

2. Rotor, stator

3. Cooling 'of the rotor

o
4. Salient field pole, cylindrical type.

5. Cylindrical type

120

7, Smooths out pulsations "to give even power flow

8. Air, liquid, hydrogen .

9. Series, shunt, compound

10. Self-excited, separat-61Nxcited

4.

4 17

o
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Supplementary
References

v

* Correspondence Course. Lectures.2 and 4, Section 54, Second Class.
Southern Albetta Institute of Technology. Calgary; 'Alberta, Canada.
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18.2

GENERATORS -- OPERATION

I

limilmorimmumirl.1101111=1=11111111111=11110111=m11011.1.,

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the ppration of
generators,

Performance indicators:

1. Describe control of power
factor.

2. Descrj,be synthroiTging.

3. Describe .paralleling.'

4. Describe loading.

5. Describe.cooling.

-6. Descripe safety.

7. Describe protection.

8. Describe maintenance.

34
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thdy
* Read the goal and peifformance indicators to find what.is to be learned from

,ad4laCarageempar.,...3.flaionawaw.aaaamaamxima3aaaaamoa, ..)..eva00s...6co,rovolo0 .c-Ammoppp.411.00Cp.40034)..C.,43.04)

* Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

Read the introdution and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

k

Complete self-assessment.

* Complete Kist-assessment.

a
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°Vocabulary

Cooling

04443414340.)43444

closes air coo ing

Hydrogen cooling

Liquid cooling

Paralleling

Power factor

Synchronizing

O

4

4

3

441

I
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introduction

,. 7

The operation of generators is a major responsibility of a steam plant operator.
The mechanical energy 'produced by steam must b47 converted into electrical

energy. AlthOugh operators are not electricOans, they must understand the

operational processes of generators.

Operators gust know/ how to synchwnize gerieratOrs that ate operating in

parallel.- They must understand loading, cooling protection, ,maintenance and r

safety factors of electrical generat rs. This package introduces the apprentice.

to these concepts of operation. F rther reading and practical experience will

build upon this foundation knowledge

tT
A
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4

Information
Controllinthe Tbwer\Factor.

When two or more !alternators are hooked in parallel, the poLr factor must be

controlled. This Om be accomplished by trimming the resistance in the voltage

regulator circuit. The excitation'must be adjusted, for each alternator in the

t Parallel hookup:

Synchrohizing
c

Operation of severa1,7,4Iternators in parallel requires that the units be

synchronized with eact.k04.\ Synchronization requires that a generator being

switched into a parallel 4yilem museftove:; a '

* a terminal,:,VOltage equal to that of the system

* a frequenVlose to that of the system
* the aamep ase rotation as that of the system
* the;siarae phase relationship as the system

The voltagecan:be synchronized with the system by running the machine up to the

voltage of the 'System and setting the field rheostat. Alternator frequency can

be changed, by adjusting the steam supply to the turbine. A phase rotation meter

will .show if,0e alternator is out of phase. Manyof the modern alternators

,have automatWphasing equipment.

Paralleling ',if k.

Parallelillg is the practice of hooking several generators inparallel using

common busIbbars. This process is also called Synchronizing as discussed in the

previous pSragraph. The alternators are connected as a parallel circuit which

requires thiat each motor in the circuit be synchronized.

Loading.

iilternatloadAg is controlled by the prime mOver. When the prime mover power

is inCrOsed, the alternator loading will increase. Control of the loading

is' haniqed by adjustments in the governor of the prime -Mover. Some machines

have' other types of mechSnisms foecontrolling speeds.. Whatever the method for
controping the prime mover speed, it is the only means for adjusting the load on

an alternator.4 ,
Ye!
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Information.
Cooling

''. .

Coolingof alternators is accomplished by three major methods.
t-------'s 0

* ,Enclosed air cooling

* Hydrogen cooling 1

t.4

* Liquid cooling \

The enclosedair system utilizes air to cool water that flows through enclosed

tubes. Air reCirculates through the windings after it passes through an air

The-air is kept cool by circulating water that moves up and down the

cooling tubes. The same air is -used over and over.
.

Hydrogen cooling is also a,ersed system that circulates hydrogen instead of

410

air. The 'hydrogen is a better coolant than air due to its ability to transfer

heat. There is a risk of explosion when hydrogen is mixed with air. For that

reason, the hydrogen system must be tightly sealed and gas tight. All hydrogen

'must be purged from the stator before opening up the system for repair. -Purging

can be accomplished with carbon dioxide. 'The use of clean water for cooling the
hydrogen is very important. Distilled water is recommended.

Liquid cooled alternators circulate liquid coolants through hollow conductors.

Wateris the liquid used in this type of cooling system. High purity water is

recommended because pure water has much less electrical conductivity than murky
water:

Safety '

The hazard of hydrogen has been discussed. The operator should always purge Out
-the hydrogen with carbon dioxide before opening up the generator to atmospheric

air.

The hazards of electrical shock should be considered when working with

generators. Some safety rules that should be closely observed are:

1. Observe the safe minimum distances for electricity. High voltage

electricity will arc from 1 to 3 feet.

2. b of carry metal objects that will tend to draw arcing while working

the generiltors. .

Treat all electrical conductors as though they are live wires.
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f

nformation
When working on equipment, trip the main breaker, lock it and tag it so

that others will not turn. on.the juice accidentally;
* .

,Check.all4three phases of a three phase circuit before starting to work

on it. One phaSe may give a misreading reading because of its grounding

while the others remain hot.

6. .Check- the grounding on all equipment whether portable hand tools or

major equipment.

Protection

Generators should be protected by circuit breaker equipment. Circuit breakers

, may be:

* Air break type that protect up to 575 volts. .

* Oil immersed type for voltages beyond 575 volts.

* Air blast type -- for high voltages..

Generator protection must consider both external and internal faults.. A circuit

breaker is needed to protect the'generator form problems in the transmission

system. This allows the generator to revert to a house unit load until the.

problem is corrected. Another external fault occurs back of the generator. A

unit trip relay is used to give protection from this type of fault.

Internal faults can occur inan4 of the following ways:

* Phase to ground
* Phase to phase
* Double phase to ground

* Three phase to ground

Protectiat against internal faults is afforded through a relay. protection scheme

and grounding 'through a distribution transformer. These relay schemes are

somewhat complex and should be completed\by a qualified electrician.

41

Maintenance

The opergtor, is responsible for routine checks on the condition of generator

equipment. Some things, that should be checkedregularly are:

#
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Information

9

a

Check for hydrogen leaks with an approved hydrogen tester. 10

Check for liquid leakage by use of liquid detectors underneath the generator.
Remove'and check hydrogen coolers.for water leaks.
Inspect collector rings and brushes on field exciters for wear.
Preheatin4 of field windings is required on some, generators.
Follow plant procedures and/or manufacturers inAructions for maintenance
of generators. '
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Assignment

a

Read pages 7 - in supplementary eference.

* Complete job sheet.

Complete self-assessmeneand check answers.

* Complete pott-assessment and have instructor check answers.

11

Or
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Job Sheet
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JO

) ,

OBSERVE GENERATION OPERATION

* Observe a trained operator in the operation of a generator.

- Synchronizing
Loadig
Checking cooling system

- Maintenance

Observe equipment used for

- Protection
- Cooling

to

a JO

(

to



Self
Assessment

Match the following terms and phrases.

..

,...

J. Synchronization

2. Alternator frequency

3. Alternator voltage

4. Phase rotation meter

A. Shows if alternator is out
of phase with system.

B. Uses water as a coolant medium.

C. 'Controlled by the prime
mover;

.

D. Changed by adjusting the

steam supply lo the turbine.

0 5...Paralleling .. E. 'Requires that each generator

.
have terminal voltage equal
to the voltage of the system.

4: 6. Loading F. Types of circuit protection
device.

7. Enclosed air system G. Protects against internal77 faults in system.

8. Carbon dioxide

9. Air break

10. Welay scheme

H. Can be changed by running
machine to required voltage
and setting rheostat.

I. Used to purge hydrogen from a
cooling system.

J. Hooking severS1 generators to
a common bus bar.
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Self Assessment
Answers

2.

H 3.
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Assessment
r

a

1. List 3 typed of internal electrical faults that can occur in a generator,
system? .

2. What kind of device is used to protect the system faulting:back, of the

generator?
, . \

.

3. What kind of device is. used to protect the system from faulting that occurs_
in front of the generator .(transmission system)? 0

.' List 3 types of circuit breakers used in protection of generators?.

5. What precaution is important in a hydrogen cooling of generators?

6. 'Why is distilled water recommended for liquid cooling of generators?

7. List ,3 types of cooling systems..

8. When the prime mover power is increased, does- the alternator load increase
' or decrease? .

)

9. How can-we determine if an alternator is.out of phase with a System?

10. How is the power factor controlled in paralleling?

13
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.Instructor
Post Astessnlent.
Answers

$WWWWWwwwwwasimowwwWwwwwwwwwitmowwwwww,

awirowwwwwwwrowwwwwwww$08$$$.

1. Phase to ground, phase!to phase,.double phase to ground, threerphase to
ground

2. Trip relay

3. 'Circuit breakers

4. Air break, oil immersed, air blast

5. Purge hydroiliftwitl carbo dioxide to avoid explosion

Has-less electrical cond ctivity,

Enclosed air, hy(lrogen, liquid

8. Increase

L. .

By use of a ;phase rotation meter

10. By trimming resistance in the voltage regulator

w
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,Supplementary
References

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Section 5, Second Class.: Alternating
Current Generators. Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary,.
Alberta, Canada.
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